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Virtuaalikoneintrospektio on nouseva keino haittaohjelma-analyysin saralla.
Se mahdollistaa virtuaalikoneessa suoritettavien haittaohjelmien huomaamat-
tomamman analysoinnin. Vaikka introspektioalustoja on julkaistu avoimena
lähdekodina, yhtään kokonaista järjestelmää ei ole julkisesti saatavilla, joten
otimme tavoitteeksi kokonaisen järjestelmän rakentamisen olemassaolevista osis-
ta.

Diplomityö kuvaa automaattisen haittaohjelma-analyysijärjestelmän suunnit-
telua ja käyttöönottoa. Järjestelmä perustuu DRAKVUF-nimiseen ohjelmis-
toon, joka on Windows-haittaohjelmien analysointiin tarkoitettu työkalu Linux-
alustalle, ja käyttää Xeniä virtualisointiin. Järjestelmä tuottaa tarkan seurannan
erilaisista tapahtumista, kuten järjestelmäkutsuista ja käyttöjärjestelmän ytimen
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siä varten. Tämän jälkeen diplomityö vertaa järjestelmän suorituskykyä sekä syn-
teettisillä että tosielämän kuormituksilla.

Diplomityön päätulos on, että on mahdollista rakentaa automaattinen vir-
tuaalikoneintrospektioon perustuva haittaohjelma-analyysijärjestelmä avoimen
lähdekoodin komponenteista, ja että näin syntyvä järjestelmä on käyttökelpoinen
tosielämässä.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis explores the use of virtualization in the run-time analysis of unfa-
miliar and untrusted binaries. Our work is motivated by the need to construct
a practical system for analyzing binaries in a virtual machine sandbox. We
compare existing frameworks and tools, the technologies used in them, and
their possible strengths and weaknesses. Based on the comparison, this the-
sis presents the development of a practical tool for binary analysis using an
open source virtual machine introspection framework. The tool is capable of
monitoring the execution of a Windows process by logging all system calls
executed by it, which gives us a comprehensive view of all filesystem and
networking calls, inter-process communication and other actions.

1.1 Rationale and goals

The goal of this thesis is to present concisely the advantages and disadvan-
tages of several binary analysis frameworks, and to document and analyze
the process of implementing a binary analysis tool based on one of them.

There are currently numerous frameworks for virtual machine introspec-
tion available for the public. Frameworks such as Livewire [16], XenAccess
[34], Nitro [35], libvmi [33], F-Secure SEE1 and VMwatcher [22] are based
on virtual machine introspection, but there is little analysis of their rela-
tive merits. Many of the listed frameworks use similar techniques, which are
explored in detail in chapter 3.

Many of these frameworks are presented in an academical paper with real-
world performance measurements, but even though some of the frameworks
are open source, few production-quality tools based on these frameworks are

1https://github.com/F-Secure/see/
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

open source. While the reasons for this remain unclear, we seek to fill this
gap in publicly available tools by implementing our own open source tool
based on an open source framework.

1.2 Methodology

In order to evaluate the constructed system, a clear methodology is required.
This methodology has to be based on the principles of science, and has to be
contextually relevant for a malware analysis system.

In order to be scientifically sound, the methodology needs to be neutral
and reproducible. The evaluation has to be impartial and unbiased to make it
possible to compare similar systems to our one using the same criteria. Ulti-
mately, the goal is that anybody can reproduce our results without extensive
knowledge besides this thesis.

Even if the evaluation is scientifically sound, it has to be useful in the
larger context. Wieringa et al. discussed criteria for evaluating requirements
engineering papers [44], and the criteria presented by them for proposal of
solution papers [44, ch. 3] are largely applicable here. Applying the relevant
parts of their methodology to our domain, skipping questions aimed at the
presentation rather than the actual system, we aim to answer the following
questions, quoted verbatim from Wieringa et al.:

• Is the technique novel, or is the application of the techniques to this
kind of a problem novel?

• Is the technique sufficiently well described so that the author or others
can validate it in later research?

• Is there sufficient discussion of related work? In other words, are com-
peting techniques discussed and compared with this one?

This list of questions largely concerns the qualitative aspects of the sys-
tem, and is not exhaustive. It should be also noted that while the immediate
goal of this thesis is not to be scientifically novel, we can analyze the novelness
of our system from a more practical standpoint. In addition to these ques-
tions, we will also evaluate the quantitative aspects of the system, including
the following:

• How does the analysis affect the execution speed of analyzed samples?

• How long does a full analysis of a sample last, and how much overhead
is there?
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The quantitative measurements are based in the practical usefulness of
the system; an analysis system has to be relatively efficient and accurate
to be usable in real-world scenarios, so the execution speed of the samples
cannot be severely slower than without analysis. In addition, the full analysis
flow starting with submitting a sample for analysis and ending with getting
full results cannot be unwieldily slow, and the majority of the time should
be spent actually analyzing the sample.

The quantitative measurements of the evaluation are presented in chapter
6 without any discussion. They are discussed in chapter 7, which also includes
the qualitative evaluation of the system.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The second chapter explores the background of virtualization and the reverse
engineering of binaries in general. Chapter 3 presents some existing tools and
frameworks for virtual machine introspection. Chapter 4 lays out design of
our analysis system on an abstract level, and chapter 5 explores the technical
implementation. Chapter 6 presents the quantitative results obtained with
the system, and chapter 7 evaluates them and discusses some qualitative
aspects of the system. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

General background

2.1 A brief history of virtualization

Virtualization is the act of allocating the resources of a host system to one or
more guest systems so that each guest system is under the illusion of having
sole control of the hardware. Generally speaking the guest system can be
anything ranging from a single application to a full operating system, and
hardware-assisted operating system virtualization (referred to as full virtual-
ization) is the main focus of this paper. In layman’s terms, full virtualization
is a way of running multiple operating systems on the same hardware in or-
der to have a more efficient usage of the hardware and to provide stronger
security.

The origins of virtualization are in the CP/CMS time-sharing operating
system made by IBM for the System/360-67 mainframe computer, released
in 1968. Time-sharing was by then a modern concept that allowed multiple
users on a single system. In modern terms, the Control Program (CP) was
the hypervisor, responsible for creating the virtual environment and isolat-
ing the different Cambridge Monitor Systems (CMS) from each other. Each
CMS guest simulated a stand-alone computer system, allowing the execution
of any System/360 program in a time-sharing environment. As a contrast,
a System/360 program running on another operating system had to be de-
signed to explicitly support time-sharing, as batch processing systems were
the mainstream standard. In a batch processing system, there can be only
a single task running at a time, leading to inefficient use of resources when
e.g. user input is required.

Virtualization and time-sharing operating systems in general were mostly
a community-supported research project for mainframes until the release of
the officially supported VM/370 operating system in 1972. VM/370 was a
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reimplementation of the CP/CMS operating system for System/370 main-
frames, and the modern IBM z/VM virtualizing operating system is still
based on VM/370.

The rise of the affordable microprocessor in the early 1980s, spearheaded
by products such as the MOS Technology 6502, Zilog Z80 and Intel 8086,
led to a decline in virtualization, as single-user computers and later on co-
operative multitasking systems became prevalent.

Mainstream virtualization of the now-ubiquitous x86 platform began with
the release of VMware Workstation in 1999. As the x86 architecture was not
efficiently virtualizable, VMware was the first to provide a software solution
that made practical x86 virtualization possible. In late 2005, Intel released
two processors supporting x86 hardware virtualization, closely followed by
AMD in early 2006. Nowadays most modern x86 processors have support for
hardware virtualization.

2.2 Reverse engineering binaries

Reverse engineering is, as coined famously by M.G. Rekoff, “the process of
developing a set of specifications for a complex hardware system by an orderly
examination of specimens of that system”. [37] In this work, we primarily
refer to reverse engineering executable binaries, or reverse code engineering.
In reverse code engineering, Rekoff’s quotation holds nearly verbatim, but
the goal is to develop a set of specifications — essentially, what the binary
does — from a usually complex software system.

Reverse code engineering can be broadly divided into two methods: mon-
itoring what the binary does, and disassembling or decompiling the binary
into a human-readable format. [41, 43] Typically the process of reverse en-
gineering is called disassembly if the end product is an assembly language
representation of the binary, and decompiling if the end product is a higher-
level language representation of the binary.

By monitoring a binary, we can answer questions such as “Which files does
this binary access?”, “Which hosts does this binary connect to?” or “Does
this binary attempt to affect other running processes?”. As monitoring the
actions of a binary requires the execution of it, it is a security risk to attempt
to reverse engineer a binary via monitoring without suitable precautions, such
as virtualization or an isolated computer dedicated for executing potentially
malicious software. In addition, while monitoring can be a powerful technique
for getting an overview of a binary, it is impossible to ascertain that the
binary executes all of its possible actions due to environmental constraints
such as limited execution time or limited Internet connectivity, or due to
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contain special anti-monitoring features. [43]
Disassembly is the gold standard for reverse engineering unknown bina-

ries, as the end product of disassembly is a perfect representation of the
binary. However, assembly language is often difficult and time-consuming
for a human to handle [7], so disassembly is not always a practical solution.
This is especially due to the complexity of software, as a modern binary can
take a very significant amount of human effort to analyze via disassembly
[45]. Especially if we consider malware, modern pieces such as Stuxnet can
be enormously complex. [26] Disassembly is furthermore made more difficult
by malware authors very commonly using measures to actively prevent it,
including code obfuscation and encryption. [51]

2.3 Virtual machine security

The hardware extensions in modern x86 processors provide a myriad of ways
to control the execution of virtual machine. While the hardware extensions
provide multiple ways to hide the presence of virtualization [21], it cannot
unfortunately be guaranteed in the real world, as the hardware-assisted vir-
tualization process is complex and error-prone. This is exemplified by vulner-
abilities in virtualization software, such as a vulnerability in Xen (CVE-2015-
5166 [50]) allowing privilege escalation from guest to host, or a vulnerability
in VMware products (CVE-2012-2450 [42]) allowing denial of service and
possibly privilege escalation from guest to host.

While vulnerabilities in software will likely always exist, running an un-
trusted binary in a virtual machine is still orders of magnitude more secure
than running it without virtualization. Guest-to-host escapes, such as the
two examples above, are ultimately rather rare [38], denial of service in the
host is a hindrance but not critical in a well-prepared environment, and de-
nial of service in the guest at most prevents monitoring the execution of a
binary and should not cause any security issues.

2.4 Virtualization on Linux

There are presently numerous different approaches to virtualization, ranging
from a fully-integrated software stack running on proprietary hardware to
open-source software that can be run on platforms even without hardware
assistance. Several options are explored in this and the following section with
a focus on open-source and Linux tools.
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2.4.1 Xen

Xen1 is a mature open-source hypervisor and related toolchain, currently
maintained by the Linux Foundation. [48] Based on a microkernel, Xen
separates virtual machines to a single privileged virtual machine often called
dom0, and multiple regular virtual machines called domU s. The dom0 has
privileged access to the Xen hypervisor and is used to create or destroy
domU s, configure the hypervisor and perform other administrative tasks.

Xen supports both paravirtualization (PV) and hardware-assisted virtu-
alization (HVM) when running on a platform with suitable CPU extensions,
and the dom0 always runs paravirtualized in order to be able to communicate
with the management interface of the hypervisor. There are several inter-
mediate options between pure paravirtualization and pure hardware-assisted
virtualization, but the binary classification is suitable for the purposes of this
thesis. [49] DRAKVUF requires the usage of hardware-assisted virtualiza-
tion for domU s in order to efficiently and undetectably analyze the virtual
machines. For our purposes, hardware virtualization is practically required
in any case, as paravirtualization breaks the undetectability requirement of
a malware analysis system — the paravirtualization API would be easily de-
tectable by malware running as a privileged process, and likely even by a
userland process.

In hardware-assisted virtualization mode, it is almost always undesirable
to give the virtual machine direct access to the physical hardware. Thus,
when running hardware-assisted virtual machines, Xen uses a modified ver-
sion of QEMU to emulate the hardware of the virtual machine. [29] QEMU
is a large project that includes a hypervisor in itself, but crucially also in-
cludes emulation capabilities for a wide range of hardware. [18] Hardware
pass-through to virtual machines is also supported by Xen, for eg. physi-
cally separating the network connectivity of a virtual machine to a dedicated
network interface card, or exposing a graphics processing unit to a virtual
machine for hardware-accelerated graphics. This requires IOMMU virtual-
ization capabilities in the host processor. [3]

To speed up the analysis process, a method of snapshotting and restoring
the state of the volatile memory of the virtual machine is beneficial. With-
out this state snapshot functionality, each analysis would require a complete
boot-up of the virtual machine, which increases the analysis time severely.
Xen provides this functionality out-of-the-box using the xl save and xl

unsave management commands. Used in conjunction with mass storage
snapshotting (discussed below), this allows us to recreate the state of a vir-
tual machine at will at a chosen point of time.

1Often referred to as Xen Project to avoid possible trademark issues.
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For virtual machine introspection, Xen is supported by libvmi, which
DRAKVUF uses heavily. To quote, libvmi “makes it easy to monitor the low-
level details of a running virtual machine by viewing its memory, trapping
on hardware events, and accessing the vCPU registers”. [28]

2.4.2 Kernel-based Virtual Machines

There are several alternatives for Xen as a virtualization solution. Kernel-
based Virtual Machines (KVM) is a widely-used technology built into the
Linux kernel since 2007 — and later expanded to other platforms such as
FreeBSD — that allows running virtual machines inside an unmodified Linux
installation on platforms with hardware virtualization support. [24] [4] As
opposed to Xen, which requires booting into a separate hypervisor, which
launches the “original” Linux installation as the dom0, KVM’s strength lies
in that it requires no invasive changes to the installation to be able to run
virtual machines. KVM was originally considered as the base for this thesis,
but Xen was ultimately preferred due to better compatibility with the rest
of our analysis system.

KVM is technically speaking not a full virtualization solution in itself —
it is rather a hypervisor in the Linux kernel, and a simple character-based
interface to control the hypervisor exposed as /dev/kvm. Perhaps the most
common way of using KVM is to use QEMU, which can use other hypervisors
besides its own, including KVM. In fact, the KVM developers maintained a
fork of QEMU with modifications for usage in conjunction with KVM for
several years, until the changes were merged into mainline QEMU. [18]

Another advantage of KVM is that all virtual machines are presented
conventionally as standard Linux processes, and they can be interacted with
with standard tools. For example, the kill command can be used to suspend
or terminate the virtual machine, a virtual machine is scheduled like a stan-
dard Linux process and its scheduling priority can be modified with the nice
command et cetera. [18]

For our purposes, KVM is also supported by libvmi, which would have
allowed us to create a tool for tracing system calls, processes and so on. This
was, in fact, the original goal of this thesis, but after discovering DRAKVUF
we did not find it worthwhile to do redundant work. It is also dubious whether
a tool of similar sophistication could have been created in the timeframe.

2.4.3 Other alternatives

Other alternatives include OpenVZ, which is an operating system virtualiza-
tion solution. However, as discussed above, virtualizing only the operating
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system is not a possibility for our use-case. OpenVZ has several other short-
comings as well, such as requiring custom patches to the Linux kernel, not
supporting modern Linux kernel versions, and supporting only Linux as vir-
tual machines. [25] In addition, the introspection options for OpenVZ are
limited.

Besides OpenVZ, User-mode Linux (UML) is another relatively common
operating system virtualization solution. As evident from its name, UML
creates a virtual machine purely in userland, which gives us complete con-
trol of the virtual machine and strong isolation guarantee without requiring
privileged execution mode. [11] In a sense, using UML would allow many
of the same isolation guarantees that analyzing a virtual machine from the
hypervisor gives, but with the analysis being done from a privileged process.
However, as also suggested by its name, UML only supports Linux, and there
is a lack of introspection tools for it. Other issues with UML include lack-
ing support for hardware pass-through, which would allow us to isolate the
network connectivity of a virtual machine physically, and a lack of technical
documentation regarding it.

2.5 Virtualization on other operating systems

Most operating systems nowadays have built-in support for virtualization in a
sense or another. [14] In addition, there are several consumer and professional
software suites for virtualization available for all major platforms.

Microsoft Windows has a native hypervisor called Hyper-V, which is often
used by companies and organizations with a Microsoft software ecosystem,
and notably by the Azure cloud platform as a customized hypervisor. [8]
Despite having some limitations regarding e.g. hardware pass-through [19],
Hyper-V is a mature virtualization platform suitable for production systems.
However, Hyper-V has relatively few introspection frameworks or libraries
available, which limits its suitability for our purposes severely. [36]

Apple’s OS X2 has a native virtualization framework, which is not widely
used by itself. Most virtualization on OS X is done using third-party virtu-
alization software, often using the VMware virtualization suite or Oracle’s
open-source VirtualBox. However, commodity software is often overlooked
when working on low-level introspection. While VMware does not provide
easy methods for introspection, at least one introspection tool specifically
built on VirtualBox exists. [10] It can be argued that automating commod-
ity software is harder than automating a system-level virtualization platform

2Or macOS, as it is called when this thesis is published
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due to different design goals.
Various BSD platforms have support for jails, which are operating sys-

tem level virtualization solutions. However, virtualizing only the operating
system is not enough, because for complete virtual machine introspection the
operating system kernel itself needs to be virtualized so it can be analyzed.
Jails do not fulfill this criterion, which makes them unsuitable for our pur-
poses, and for this reason jails are often considered containers or zones rather
than a full virtualization solution. [9]

Additionally some less conventional solutions not based on general-pur-
pose operating systems like VMware ESXi and Oracle VM Server exist, but
were not considered within the scope of this thesis due to various reasons,
including unfamiliarity with them and prohibitive costs for commercial us-
age.



Chapter 3

Review of VM introspection tools

Virtual machine introspection for security is a field of study that recently
risen in popularity. Originally proposed by Garfinkel and Rosenblum in 2003
[16] with the Livewire framework, there is now a multitude of introspection-
based security frameworks with different goals and techniques. This section
covers four of these frameworks. In chronological order by original proposal,
the frameworks covered are: VMwatcher [22] (2007), Ether [12] (2008), Nitro
[35] (2011) and ShadowContext [47] (2014).

The rationale of choosing these frameworks was based on several aspects:
firstly the frameworks have different goals and technical approaches to them,
allowing a wide review of the security applications of virtual machine intro-
spection. Despite this, the goals of Nitro and Ether are fairly comparable
to each other and VMwatcher and ShadowContext can be compared in a
similar manner. Secondly, the frameworks are from different years within a
decade, providing a view to the evolution of virtual machine introspection
— ranging from VMwatcher which does not require any hardware virtual-
ization extensions, to ShadowContext which strictly requires them and uses
them extensively. While there are other systems that would fit our criteria,
such as CXPInspector [46], the four frameworks presented here were found
to be good examples.

This chapter only covers virtual machine introspection tools — while
there are several malware analysis systems using virtual machines, such as
F-Secure Sandboxed Execution Environment1 and Cuckoo Sandbox2 that
provide varying levels of automation, they are not based on virtual machine
introspection by default. However, both examples can be extended with
modules that could use virtual machine introspection.

1https://github.com/f-secure/see
2https://cuckoosandbox.org/
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3.1 VMwatcher

In the study by Jiang et al. [22], a technique called guest view casting is
proposed and implemented as VMwatcher. In essence, this means bringing
the complete filesystem and memory readily available to the host, so out-
of-the-box security tools running in the host can be used to analyze the
guest. VMwatcher attempts to bridge the semantic gap [23] between the
host and guest, meaning that the host can extract meaningful information
of the guest’s files and processes as opposed to unlabeled, difficult to analyze
information.

Stated goals

The guest view casting technique promises to “systematically reconstruct in-
ternal semantics views of a VM from the outside in a non-instrusive manner”
[22, p. 1]. This means that the introspection framework should not affect the
execution of the virtual machine, should reduce the semantic gap by bringing
all semantic information available to the guest to the host, and be applicable
to a wide range of existing VMs.

Technical approach

VMwatcher brings several resources of the guest virtual machine readily avail-
able to use. The stated resources in the study are disk state reconstruction,
memory state reconstruction, low-level hardware states such as machine reg-
isters, and low-level events such as hardware interrupts and traps.

Disk state reconstruction is the most straightforward step. VMwatcher
casts not only the virtual storage device, but also the device drivers and
filesystem drivers to the host. In the study, Linux is considered convenient
as the device and filesystem drivers are part of the open-source kernel, but
Windows requires custom work. Thus Jiang et al. implemented an ext2/ext3
filesystem driver for Windows alongside their work on VMwatcher. [22, p. 4]

Memory state reconstruction is more difficult to do, as the semantics
of a memory layout as compared to the physical memory layout are not
straightforward. Jiang et al. discuss the extraction of semantics from a 32-
bit Linux virtual machine in detail. The extraction of semantics is done
by starting from the fact that the Linux kernel address space is mapped to
each process at the virtual memory address 0xC0000000, which corresponds
to the physical memory address 0x00000000. By following the pre-existing
knowledge of the kernel data structures, the kernel objects can be used to
obtain the physical memory address of the process address space in the virtual
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Figure 3.1: A high-level overview of the relatively simple technical architec-
ture of VMwatcher.

machine. This approach requires prior knowledge of the operating system and
is thus not universal across all operating systems.

The study does not present in detail the methods of gaining access to low-
level virtual machine states and events, but mentions that they are available
when using QEMU, Xen or UML, and not available when using VMware as
the virtualization platform. As VMwatcher is not open source, the merits of
the technical implementation cannot be discussed in this thesis.

3.2 Ether

Dinaburg et al. [12] present a virtual machine introspection tool based on
hardware virtualization, called Ether. Ether used the then-novel method of
using hardware virtualization extensions to monitor and affect the execution
of a guest virtual machine for security purposes. [12, pg. 1] Implemented as a
module within the Xen virtualization platform3 and a userspace controller in

3http://xenproject.org

http://xenproject.org
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the host (dom0 in the Xen parlance), Ether is explicitly meant for malware
analysis and aims to be as undetectable as possible.

Stated goals

Using hardware virtualization extensions, Ether claims to allow the fine-
grained monitoring of in-guest processes while remaining completely trans-
parent to the guest virtual machine. [12, pg. 2] The publication goes into
extensive formal details of virtualization and undetectability in the context
of theory of computation, which can be summarized as follows: The analyzer
must have higher privilege than the analyzed virtual machine, practically
meaning that it has to run in the hypervisor. The analysis process must
cause no non-privileged side effects, with privileged side effects being hidden
according to the previous rule, essentially meaning that the analysis pro-
cess must not be evident from within the virtual machine. The analyzed
virtual machine must keep identical basic instruction execution semantics,
practically forbidding any meaningful difference in the execution of the vir-
tual machine. The analyzer must have transparent exception handling from
the point of view of the virtual machine, as most of the analysis is done via
hardware exceptions. Finally the virtual machine must have identical mea-
surement of time when compared to a non-monitored execution, meaning
that all time-keeping functions within the virtual machine must be inter-
cepted and manipulated. [12, pg. 4]

Technical approach

Ether is a system implemented on the Xen virtualization platform as two
components: the hypervisor component, responsible for manipulating the
monitored virtual machine, and the userspace component, which runs in the
host (technically a trusted virtual machine, dom0 ), controls the hypervisor
component and provides semantic context to the analyzed events.

Ether uses several features available in the Intel VT and AMD-V exten-
sions to hide itself from the guest. These features include manipulating the
TSC OFFSET field and other features affecting the time-keeping function-
ality of the virtual machine to prevent timing attacks from revealing the
virtualization, and using the higher priority of the virtual machine manager
to trap memory and debug-related exceptions and faults before the guest.

Ether monitors the execution of the virtual machine on an instruction
level by setting the debug trap flag constantly on the guest. This means
that a debug exception is raised before executing any instruction, so the
hypervisor component of Ether can log the instruction and pass it to the
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Figure 3.2: A high-level overview of the technical architecture of Ether.

userspace component. The value of the trap flag is theoretically visible to the
monitored guest, but Ether hides this via intercepting the three instructions
that affect the trap flag (PUSHF, POPF and INT ) and handling them in
ways that hide the true value of the trap flag.

Ether keeps track of the currently executing process by monitoring con-
text switches, which is a feature provided directly by the Intel VT and AMD-
V extensions. [21, section 25.4.2] This allows the framework to provide more
semantic information to all other monitored activities.

System calls are monitored by Ether by setting the SYSENTER EIP -
MSR register of the guest to a value that is guaranteed to be not present.
As the address is not present, whenever the guest calls SYSENTER a fetch
page fault is generated and trapped by the hypervisor. The hypervisor logs
the system call information, sets the instruction pointer of the guest to the
expected value, and resumes the guest execution. The userspace component
of Ether can then use the semantic information provided by context switch
monitoring to limit further analysis of the system call to eg. certain processes.

Access to the memory of a guest virtual machine is mediated by the hy-
pervisor component, and memory writes are monitored by setting all pages
of the guest to read-only. Thus whenever the guest writes to any memory, a
page fault is generated and trapped by the hypervisor component. The hy-
pervisor component passes information on the memory write to the userspace
component, marks the memory page as writable and re-executes the guest
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instruction. After the memory write instruction has been run in the guest,
the hypervisor again marks the page as read-only.

Ether is mostly focused on runtime analysis, and does not provide direct
methods to access the volatile memory or persistent storage of the guest.

Target VM Ether hypervisor Ether userspace
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Handle trap exception Log instruction

Instruction execution
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Handle page fault Log memory write

System call?

Handle exception

Initialize system call 
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Mark all memory non-
writable again

Yes
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Figure 3.3: The introspection process of Ether.
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3.3 Nitro

Nitro is a KVM-based open-source project for virtual machine introspection
using hardware virtualization extensions, introduced in a publication by Pfoh
et al. in 2011. [35] The study proposes a technique called hardware rooting,
where all semantic information is extracted based on the requirements of the
underlying hardware, and the structures of the virtualized operating system
are not used. Pfoh et al. argue that relying on the data structures of the
virtualized operating system open the introspection system to attacks that
manipulate the structures in an unconventional manner. Practical attacks
against introspection systems in this manner exist, proving that the risk is
not purely theoretical. [2]

Stated goals

Nitro is stated to allow invisible and reliable system call tracing and moni-
toring by monitoring all three possible kinds of system calls in both 32 and
64-bit environments, and basing all semantic information on technical as-
pects required by the hardware. In the paper, Pfoh et al. compare Nitro
to other virtual machine introspection frameworks and present results show-
ing significantly smaller degradation in the performance of monitored virtual
machines.

Technical approach

Hardware
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KVM hypervisor with 

Nitro

Target VM

Userland

Analysis program

vCPU

Memory

/proc virtual filesystem

Figure 3.4: A high-level overview of the technical architecture of Nitro.
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Nitro is implemented on the Linux Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM). KVM
itself contains of two pieces: a userland portion based on QEMU, and Linux
kernel modules that provide the actual virtualization. Nitro extends both
of these so that the QEMU monitor, which is a text-based interface to the
hypervisor, can be used to configure the tracing and monitoring of system
calls done by the kernel part of Nitro.

Communication from the kernel component to the userland part of Nitro
is largely based on a node in the proc filesystem, which can be accessed like
a normal file to read the tracing output. While this is referred to in the
publication, it is not explained in detail and due to the lack of open-source
tooling for Nitro, there is no easily available real-world example of using the
proc interface if Nitro.

Nitro traps system calls made in all three possible ways: CPU interrupt
based system calls, the SYSCALL instruction (occasionally called the legacy
syscall method), and the SYSENTER instruction (fast syscall).

Interrupt-based system calls work by setting user-defined CPU interrupts
in the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT). As all user-defined interrupts will
have interrupt IDs of 32 or above, with system interrupts taking IDs 0-
31, Nitro effectively sets the length of the IDT to 32 interrupts. Thus all
system interrupts are handled normally, but user interrupts produce a general
protection fault, which is then trapped by the hypervisor. Nitro detects if the
fault was generated by a system call or not by checking if the current executed
instruction is int and the interrupt ID is greater then 31, and returns the
fault to the guest or handles the system call seemingly transparently.

System calls using the legacy SYSCALL instruction can be disabled in
the CPU by unsetting the SCE flag in the Extended Feature Enable Register
(EFER). If the flag is not set, the SYSCALL and SYSRET instructions
produce an invalid opcode exception, which can be caught by the hypervisor.
Using this technique, Nitro detects if the current instruction is SYSCALL or
SYSRET when encountering an invalid opcode exception, and emulating and
logging the system call if necessary.

Fast system calls using the SYSENTER and the corresponding SYSEXIT
instructions are based on several CPU registers, of which Nitro uses the
SYSENTER CS MSR register. Nitro sets this CPU register to a null value,
which leads to a SYSENTER or SYSEXIT instruction causing a general
protection exception when the CPU tries to load a null value into the actual
CS (code segment) register. As with the two other system call methods, the
exception is trapped by the hypervisor and either is returned to the guest,
or Nitro emulates and monitors the system call.

The hardware rooting technique of Nitro is based on the CR3 register of
the CPU. The CR3 register contains the physical address of page directory
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of each process, and as this is a hardware specification, it is resilient against
anti-introspection techniques such as DKSM. Nitro uses the top-level page
directory address stored in the register in conjunction with the first valid
entry in said directory to uniquely identify processes in a way that cannot
be undermined by the guest.

Nitro includes a fine-grained rule engine for system call tracing. The
engine can be used to filter system calls to log and to retrieve further infor-
mation of the execution context. An example is provided in the Nitro paper
for dereferencing and outputting a string being written to a file descriptor
in a Linux guest: add scmon rule rax 4 rcx 0 derefstr. [35, section 4.3]
Pfoh et al. point out that the Nitro engine itself remains OS-agnostic on pur-
pose, but that other tools can be integrated to extract further OS-specific
semantics out of the information produced by Nitro.
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Figure 3.5: The introspection process of Nitro.

3.4 ShadowContext

The newest chosen framework, ShadowContext, was published by Wu et al.
in 2014. [47] ShadowContext is a KVM-based framework that uses a novel
technique to allow a trusted virtual machine to analyze untrusted ones by
“hijacking” a process by utilizing system call redirection. Problem scenarios
discussed in the paper are mostly related to scenarios where a significant
amount of virtual machines have to be analyzed concurrently, such as a
security incident in a data center.
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Stated goals

ShadowContext allows the usage of native tools, such as the POSIX standard
ps, inside a trusted virtual machine to analyze an untrusted one. Wu et
al. argue that this allows bridging the semantic gap quickly using existing
tools, and effectively removes the need for pre-knowledge, as all requisite
pre-knowledge is provided by the trusted virtual machine running the same
operating system as the analyzed one. [47, pg. 3]

ShadowContext is mostly meant for sporadic introspection of a long-
running virtual machine, which e.g. allows an administrator to analyze a
virtual machine suspected to be compromised in a way that cannot be de-
tected from inside the virtual machine. In addition, ShadowContext is stated
to be faster than alternative solutions, and is compared against Virtuoso,
VMST and Syringe. [47, pg. 2]

Technical approach
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KVM hypervisor with ShadowContext

Trusted VM Target VM

Process memory Dummy process

Figure 3.6: A high-level overview of the technical architecture of Shadow-
Context.

ShadowContext is implemented on KVM, and is based on the idea of redi-
recting system calls in a trusted virtual machine to an untrusted one, and re-
turning the results to the trusted one. On a higher level, this allows the reuse
of trusted virtual machine code in the context of an untrusted virtual ma-
chine, thus providing both the security of a trusted computing environment
and the bridging of the semantic gap of reusing untrusted virtual machine
code.
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The introspection done by ShadowContext is performed in several steps:
First, when ShadowContext is enabled and a system call that can be used
to perform introspection is executed in the trusted virtual machine, Shad-
owContext detects it and initiates dummy process creation in the untrusted
virtual machine. In this step, ShadowContext creates a new process context
in the untrusted virtual machine, and hijacks the currently running process
to temporarily replace its image with the dummy process image. The inter-
esting system calls are then performed in the untrusted virtual machine, with
the result being transferred to the trusted virtual machine via the hypervisor.

ShadowContext contains extensive defenses against being detected or at-
tacked. Whenever the target process is not scheduled out, its memory is
protected with in-hypervisor EPT entries that are completely inaccessible
even to privileged-mode malware in the virtual machine. Using this protec-
tion, all attempts to access the process memory are detected and whenever it
happens, the original contents of the process memory are restored. In addi-
tion, the scheduling of the untrusted virtual machine is modified by disabling
CPU timer interrupts so that the surrogate process is never pre-empted un-
less it executes an asynchronous system call or voluntarily yields the CPU.
[47, pg.7]

In their publication, Wu et al. describe that a direct kernel structure
manipulation (DKSM) attack is likely effective against ShadowContext, but
also claim that any virtualizing introspection system is vulnerable to such
an attack. Indeed as described by Bahram et al., it is considered extremely
difficult for an introspection system to defend against such an attack and
provide useful information. [2] In addition, Wu et al. cite methods of pro-
tecting the integrity of the virtual machine kernel by various techniques in
the hypervisor, which protects against rootkits that modify the control flow
of system calls or the function pointers in the system call table itself. These
methods are outside the scope of this thesis.

Further technical details of ShadowContext are unfortunately available,
as the product is not open source. This prevents a deeper technical analysis
of the techniques used.
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Figure 3.7: The introspection process of ShadowContext. Note especially
how the introspection process initiates from a system call at the trusted VM.
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3.5 DRAKVUF

DRAKVUF by Lengyel, Maresca et al. [27] is an agentless virtual machine in-
trospection tool designed specifically for analyzing Windows malware. Tech-
nically DRAKVUF is based on extensive usage of libvmi, and requires the
Xen hypervisor to be used for virtualization. DRAKVUF has a variety of
functionalities out-of-the-box and can be extended with plugins, of which
two are of particular use to our tool: the system call tracer plugin and the
process injection functionality.

Technical approach
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Figure 3.8: A high-level overview of the technical architecture of DRAKVUF.
The similarities to the architecture of Ether are immediately clear.

To trace all system calls, DRAKVUF inserts INT3 breakpoints at the begin-
ning of all kernel functions of interest. This has the distinct advantage that
all activity, including internal kernel activity, will be caught by DRAKVUF,
as compared to a kernel-mode rootkit avoiding system call hooking meth-
ods that rely on the actual system call mechanisms, i.e. the transition from
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userland to kernel-mode execution. [27, sect. 3.2] The kernel functions are
located by using the Rekall forensics tool [6] in conjunction with the kernel
debug symbol information provided freely by Microsoft. The location of the
kernel itself in the memory is found based on Windows 7 using the FS and
GS CPU registers to store a kernel virtual address to a certain symbol, which
can further be used to determine the kernel base address.

A particular strength of DRAKVUF is its ability to inject processes into
the virtual machine userland without a helper process running inside the VM
(often called an agent). This agentless process injection relies on trapping
write events to the CR3 CPU register, which is used for virtual addressing
and will be written to on each context switch. The process injection requires
a target process, which is used as a temporary surrogate for a Windows Cre-
ateProcessA call, which is the standard method of launching a process in the
operating system. When a context switch to the target process is executed,
DRAKVUF starts single-stepping through the virtual machine instructions
until the first user-mode instruction would be executed. At this point, the
required arguments for the CreateProcessA system call are pushed on the
stack, the original values of the requisite CPU registers for a system call are
stored and the registers, including the instruction pointer, are modified for
the system call. After the system all has returned, as determined by another
breakpoint the status of the call can be read in the usual manner accord-
ing to the calling convention, and the process information will be stored by
DRAKVUF before returning the stack and CPU registers to their expected
values for the target process. DRAKVUF also takes additional measures
to ensure that a context switch during the process injection does not cause
system instability. [27, sect. 3.3]

The method of tracing system calls — or rather, kernel function calls
— has the advantage of working with certainty for each current system call
method, and even any future ones. Despite this, DRAKVUF is fairly efficient
especially in terms of memory due the possibility of using Xen’s native Copy-
on-Write memory semantics. [27, sect. 4.4] In addition, it is possible to use
the Linux logical volume manager’s similar copy-on-write snapshots to reduce
the space and especially time overhead required for cloning a virtual machine,
discussed later in this thesis.
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Figure 3.9: The introspection process of DRAKVUF. The optional process
injection is a feature particular to DRAKVUF.



Chapter 4

System design and goals

Besides the actual monitored execution of a malware sample in a virtualized
environment, an automated analysis system needs several auxiliary features
in order to be practical. The auxiliary features include sample transfer, first
to the analysis host and then to the analysis VM, a way to “freeze” the state
of the analysis VM by using storage snapshots or similar techniques, a safe
way of providing networking to the analysis VM, log collection et cetera.
Our environment design does not take into account further processing of the
collected log files.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the tools and technologies used
for creating a malware analysis environment, and to describe a high-level
design overview of such an environment. Each tool and technology is ana-
lyzed in detail, and the rationale for choosing it is presented. In addition,
the chapter concludes with the background and methodology for evaluating
the system.

The criteria for the tools and technologies to construct the environment
were not especially strict: the environment would have to be an agentless
performant virtual machine introspection tool suitable for malware analysis.
Further goals that were not strictly required — but still desired — were being
open source software, and having extensive documentation available.

4.1 Guest system

As a majority of current malware is written for Windows despite the recent
rise in malware for other platforms [17], choosing Windows as our target
operating system was an easy choice. To maximize compatibility with both
introspection systems and malware strains, we chose 64-bit Windows 7 as
our target version. Despite having reached the end of maintenance support,

33
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Figure 4.1: A high-level processing flow for an automated malware analysis
system.

Windows 7 is still possibly the most widely used desktop operating system
with many corporations still running it by default.

While Windows 10 might have been a more modern choice, it has several
improved security features that might interfere with running the malware or
analyzing it.

4.2 Analysis tool

The most deciding factor of an analysis environment is the actual analysis
tool used, as the rest of the environment is built around the tool as a core.
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For our analysis environment, we chose DRAKVUF as the principal analysis
tool. DRAKVUF is designed to be an agentless malware analysis tool based
on virtual machine introspection, which suits our goals exceptionally well.

The rationale for choosing DRAKVUF was ultimately simple. This the-
sis originally began as a project to implement a preferrably agentless system
call tracer supporting Windows guests, and DRAKVUF provides all of the
requisite functionality cleanly. We found it remarkable how well DRAKVUF
seemed to be able to be integrated into complete analysis frameworks, even
considering integration with other systems being a stated design goal of
DRAKVUF.

4.3 Operating system and virtualization en-

gine

Choosing DRAKVUF as our analysis tool requires us to use Linux as the
host operating system and Xen as the virtualization engine. This allows
us to focus our research on auxiliary systems such as storage and network
connectivity on tools that are compatible with them.

4.4 Storage

An efficient malware analysis environment benefits greatly from a fast way to
restore files to a given state. For our purposes, we ultimately chose Linux’s
Logical Volume Manager (LVM), which allows snapshotting a filesystem and
basing further changes in the filesystem on a Copy-on-Write approach, greatly
reducing the required storage space. [40]

LVM allows us to use a logical volume as the storage backend for a virtual
machine without knowing anything about the underlying physical volumes.
In a high-performance configuration LVM would be further backed by eg.
a RAID-0 — a striped array — of solid-state disks, which would give the
analysis environment extremely fast disk reading and writing speeds. [1]

An alternative to using LVM would be a conventional backup system or
snapshotting capabilities of a filesystem. A conventional backup by eg. copy-
ing the whole virtual machine disk image before starting analysis and then
overwriting the changes would be too slow for efficient analysis. Filesystem
snapshots as provided by eg. ZFS or Btrfs would be a suitable alternative, as
while there are few published comparisons, it is known that LVM snapshots
provide a non-trivial overhead to file operations. [13]
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4.5 Network connectivity

A malware analysis system should obviously not be directly connected to the
public Internet. However, many strains of malware require access to some
sort of a command and control server or similar, so a faked Internet could
increase the efficiency of an analysis system. [20] Some strains of malware
even perceive the lack of a working network connection as a sign that they are
being analyzed, which makes most sense on strains that spread exclusively
via the Internet. [5]

Depending on the strain of malware being analyzed, a sufficient fake net-
work might range from a simple system responding with a static fake response
to each HTTP request to a sophisticated network with actual sandboxed
hosts, manually approved requests to the real Internet, internal honeypots or
anything in-between. Allowing actual requests to the Internet is likely rare
within even proprietary fake networks due to possible legal issues arising from
knowingly executing malware. [31]

Besides faking a response to prevent anti-monitoring functionalities in
malware, a fake network allows monitoring the network traffic of the malware.
In some cases, it might be impossible or infeasible to analyze the network
traffic of a malware strain with only one infected machine, if e.g. the malware
has complex interactions within infected hosts in a single network, as some
of the most advanced strains of malware have been discovered to have. [39]

While an interesting area of research, implementing a fake network could
not be included within the scope of this thesis due to time constraints. In-
stead, network connectivity is handled by the standard Xen and Linux virtual
network bridging tools, with the infected virtual machines always being dis-
connected from the public Internet.



Chapter 5

Implementation

This chapter explores in detail the deployment and configuration process of
the analysis system. The results attained with the system are presented and
evaluated in chapter six, with discussion about the merits of the systems
laid out in chapter seven. In general, the deployment followed the official
instructions of DRAKVUF1 fairly closely.

Our goal, in addition to the higher-level design goals described in the
previous chapter, is to implement a system that allows a user to perform run-
time analysis of a Windows binary with one command and receive a detailed
runtime trace log of the sample within a reasonable time. The runtime trace
log can be excessively verbose, as the goal is that it can be further analyzed
with another system.

5.1 Hardware

For our analysis system, we used a Lenovo ThinkPad X1 1294 as our hard-
ware. The machine is a power-user laptop originally released in 2011, but still
easily powerful enough for our purposes. The laptop is running a quad-core
Intel Core i5 2520M CPU at 2.5 GHz, 8 GB of memory and a 160 GB solid-
state drive. Most crucially, the CPU supports the hardware virtualization
extensions required for our purposes.

The hardware was connected via an Ethernet cable to another computer
used for minor firewalling of the analysis system, and ultimately connected
to the Internet via a standard wireless network.

1As of November 2016, available at https://drakvuf.com
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5.2 Installing the host operating system

The operating system distribution chosen for our analysis was Debian 8
“Jessie”. While the choice of the Linux distribution is not critical for the
system, Debian is known for its mature ecosystem and has most of the li-
braries and tools required for our environment available easily as standard
packages.

The operating system was installed using the text-based installation wiz-
ard and largely default settings. One user with the rights to elevate privileges
to root with sudo was created, and fairly standard management tools most
critically including the OpenSSH server, which was mostly used to manage
the system.

After the system installation, a fairly extensive amount of required pack-
ages for our virtualization and analysis tools were installed. A full list of
these packages can be found in tthe Fabfile contained in Appendix A.

5.3 Configuring storage

A portion of the mass storage of the system was used in a fairly standard
manner: a small boot partition was created, followed by the main partition of
the operating system and a modest swap partition. Out of the 160 gigabytes,
22 gigabytes were used in this manner. The rest of the storage space was
assigned as a single partition to be used with the logical volume manager for
the virtual machines.

The logical volume manager was used to create one volume group con-
taining the physical partition, and was further set up as one logical volume
of 40 gigabytes for our test virtual machine.

5.4 Installing the virtualization platform

To facilitate virtualization, a slightly modified Xen from the DRAKVUF
source tree was installed. This modified version contains critical changes that
have been implemented in later versions of Xen backported to a version of Xen
supported by DRAKVUF. Xen is built using the standard make command.

The configuration of Xen is a slightly more involved process. In our
system, we configure the dom0 to use a maximum of 1024 megabytes of
memory and four CPU cores, and force the usage of the alternative physical
memory mapper (altp2m) which is required by DRAKVUF. In addition, we
edit the GRUB boot menu to have the Xen startup item before the standard
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Linux one in order to have the machine boot automatically to Xen by using
the dpkg-reconfigure tool to divert the Xen boot menu entry to a higher
priority than the Linux boot menu entry.

After this, we install the requisite Xen control modules (xen-evtchn and
xen-privcmd) to the Linux kernel in the dom0 by editing the /etc/modules

file and add an entry with xenfs to /etc/fstab to get the /proc/xen interface
working. After this, the last action to configure the Xen hypervisor is to
enable the Xen dom0 services (xencommons, xendomains and xen-watchdog)
at startup using update-rc.d.

For networking, we created a simple network bridge called xenbr0, con-
taining only the physical network interface eth0. Virtual machines are con-
figured to use the same network bridge, and will be given IP addresses in a
private use block with standard DHCP. Incoming connections to the virtual
machines are not configured, but there is no technical issue preventing it,
should it be required.

After a reboot the dom0 should be ready to be used to control the hy-
pervisor.

5.5 Installing the analysis tools

Installing the analysis tools is a fairly straightforward process and only re-
quires two exceptions. The first exception is done in order to configure the
dynamic link loading paths correctly for libvmi, and the second exception

The required version of libvmi is again included in the DRAKVUF source
tree as a Git submodule. To build it, a fairly standard process of
./autogen.sh, ./configure, and make is required, and installation is done
as expected with sudo make install. After this the related Python library
pyvmi was installed using a standard Python package installation process:
python setup.py build, and sudo python setup.py install. After this,
the default value of LD LIBRARY PATH environment variable was updated by
editing the file /etc/bash.bashrc, which is run by default by Bash on every
login, to include a line appending /usr/local/lib to the variable.

To install Rekall, version 1.4.1 of it was pulled from GitHub and in-
stalled using the same standard Python package installation method de-
scribed above. Installing Volatility is almost similar, but the latest commit
in the master branch is used instead of a specific version, and a single file
(pyvmiaddresspace.py) needs to be copied to the Volatility source tree from
the DRAKVUf source tree before running the installation.

Finally, installing DRAKVUF is similarly straightforward: autoreconf

-vi, ./configure and make. After this, the analysis environment is set up.
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5.6 Installing the guest system

A virtual machine profile was created with 3 gigabytes of RAM, two 64-bit
virtual CPU cores, network access via the previously-created xenbr0 bridge,
VNC connections enabled for remote usage, and the logical volume created
earlier as the mass storage.

An ordinary Windows 7 Enterprise with pre-installed Service Pack 1 was
used as the installation media, and the installation process was allowed to
automatically partition the disk space. Most settings were left to their default
values, except Windows Update. Due to known Windows 7 updating issues2,
a third-party tool called WSUS Offline3 was ultimately used to fully update
the Windows installation. This required disabling the automatic Windows
Update process, running the WSUS Offline update installer and rebooting
until all updates were installed, and then verifying that the system was up-
to-date by enabling the Windows Update service again.

To perform the actual installation, graphical access to the virtual machine
is required. In our case, this was done via VNC access provided by qemu, but
alternative solutions include installing X Window System on the host system,
using X Window passthrough via SSH, or even using VGA passthrough to
dedicate a separate physical graphics adapter to the virtual machine.

5.7 Attaining a state for analysis

The process injection functionality of DRAKVUF still has some issues4. De-
spite this, we found that starting the virtual machine up from a known
filesystem state resulted in a stable analysis environment. After the virtual
machine has been started, the progress of the startup is estimated by mon-
itoring the list of processes running in it. A process is used as a startup
heuristic to detect when the Windows system has fully started by adding
it to be automatically started for the user. After the process is detected, a
small grace period can be configured before starting the actual analysis.

A suitable host process for injecting the system call for launching the pro-
cess to be analyzed should be included within Windows itself, work consis-
tently for the process injection and preferrably be of a non-suspicious nature.
As any malware being executed in the analysis environment can see that the

2Microsoft Knowledge Base KB3102810
3Available at http://www.wsusoffline.net/
4For example, console mode applications still have certain issues as of September 2016

due to their interaction with conhost.exe.

http://www.wsusoffline.net/
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host process is open, choosing a commonly-used application is critical. For
our purposes, we used the Windows graphical shell / file explorer explorer.exe
as the host process, as it is ubiquitous and always running on almost every
single Windows installation.

While initially we attempted to freeze the virtual machine state by storing
both the volatile memory and the mass storage of the virtual machine as
snapshots, we ultimately found that freezing the volatile memory state was
not a practical approach in conjunction with injecting files to the filesystem
directly. In order to attain a known analysis state, we created just a mass
storage snapshot using the Linux logical volume manager. Both methods are
described in detail in the previous chapter. The snapshotting process was
automated using a simple script.

5.8 Automating the analysis

To analyze a potentially malicious binary, the following steps are required
preferrably in this order, presuming that the virtual machine filesystem is in
a clean state and the virtual machine is completely shut down:

1. The network connectivity of the virtual machine must be disabled or
moved to a fake network.

2. The binary must be transferred to the analysis environment.

3. The binary must be transferred to the virtual machine.

4. The virtual machine must be started.

5. The introspection engine must be started.

6. The binary must be injected to the known host process in the virtual
machine.

7. After a specific time or other conditions for analysis termination, the
virtual machine must be shut down.

8. If necessary, changed files within the virtual machine can be copied and
their differences logged.

9. The virtual machine must be restored to the known controlled analysis
state.
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In our case, the first step, disconnecting the virtual machine from pub-
lic Internet, was already performed as the virtual machine was permanently
disconnected from the public Internet after its operating system was fully up-
dated. While the virtual machine could possibly fairly safely be reconnected
to the Internet for further updates whenever necessary, it was deemed pru-
dent to never let an analysis virtual machine to connect to public networks
after it has run malware.

Steps 2-3, transferring the binary first to the analysis system and then
to the virtual machine, were done by using standard Unix tools: to transfer
the binary to the analysis machine, regular scp or equivalent was used, and
to transfer the binary to the virtual machine, the filesystem was mounted

Steps 4-6, starting the virtual machine, the introspection engine and in-
jecting the sample binary, are automatically done by DRAKVUF when exe-
cuted, and are explored in detail in the previous chapter.

Step 7, terminating the analysis, was done with a simple 30-second timer.
This step would be a rich target for future development, as even a simple
heuristic of detecting system calls done by the injected process would allow
us to terminate the analysis either after the system calls have mostly ceased
or a hard time limit was exceeded, which would improve the quality of the
analysis.

Step 8, identifying changed files, was not done due to time constraints,
but is a potential future improvement. While the copy-on-write snapshot
semantics used by LVM act on the block level instead of filesystem level
and thus do not allow us to trivially identify changed files, it is possible to
simply mount both the snapshot and the current filesystem state as read-only
filesystems and use filesystem-level tools such as mtree to identify changed
files. On the other hand, filesystem-level snapshots on suitable filesystems
allow us to easily identify changed files without having to mount the clean
snapshot — in the case of ZFS, the zfs diff command outputs a list of changed
files. When the list of changed files is known, it is a trivial operation to use
e.g. diff or a more sophisticated tool with better semantic support for binary
files to identify the actual differences.

Step 9, reverting the virtual machine to a clean state, was done via the
snapshotting process described above — simply revert the filesystem to the
LVM snapshot of a known good state and use xl restore to restore the volatile
memory of the virtual machine to the equivalent state.
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Figure 5.1: The implemented automated analysis flow, starting at user in-
teraction. Note how the network column is missing from this figure when
compared to the high-level design diagram, as the implemented system did
not ultimately have a fake network available and the target VM was simply
disconnected.
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5.9 Automation of the setup process

The setup process of DRAKVUF is relatively convoluted, and a quick de-
ployment of an analysis system is an unquestionable benefit. While the mod-
ern method of automation might be lightweight virtualization or containers
such as Docker [30], the nature of virtualization and continuing troubles
with nested virtualization make at least proper virtualization an infeasible
method. The feasibility of containers was not evaluated, but any container-
based solution would strictly require the installation of Xen on the hardware
in any case, so the benefits of containerization would be fairly limited.

Instead, an automated method for installing DRAKVUF on a bare-bones
Debian Jessie installation was developed based on Fabric, an application
deployment and remote server management tool written in Python. [15]
Using Fabric, a user has to only install an SSH server on the host operating
system and run the Fabric script, often referred to as a Fabfile.

The Fabfile is designed to be as failsafe as possible, with all actions being
idempotent. In addition, the process is designed to require SSH login as a
regular user with sudo rights, instead of requiring the root user to be able
to log in remotely. The only difficulties encountered when developing the
automation was the need for editing the GRUB configuration file to make
sure the Xen policy module is loaded on startup — due to the string being
parsed by three different systems, it ultimately required six backslashes to
escape a single Tab character.

To make the deployment process even easier, two meta-commands were
implemented in the Fabfile: first time setup 1 and first time setup 2, with
a reboot required between them.5 These two commands install all the pre-
requisite software and libraries, configure Xen, install the analysis tools and
finally even transfer a Windows installation image to the analysis system and
starts the analysis virtual machine for installation.

The only unautomatable part of the process is the installation of Win-
dows, which is infeasible to automate and is a relatively straightforward and
quick process.

The complete Fabfile is presented in Appendix A.

5Fabric claims to support transparent reboots between commands, but this function-
ality was found to be unreliable.



Chapter 6

Measurements

This chapter contains the description and results of quantitative measure-
ments done in order to evaluate the system. Discussion and a critical evalu-
ation of the results is contained in the next chapter.

6.1 Synthetic benchmarks

Synthetic benchmarks are benchmarks done using software designed exclu-
sively for measuring the performance of a system. We measured single-
threaded CPU performance with SuperPI, multi-threaded CPU performance
using the Dhrystone and Whetstone tests using SiSoft Sandra1 and the
filesystem speed using the filesystem test of SiSoft Sandra.

Measurement 1 2 3 4 5
Without DRAKVUF 14.633 14.867 14.430 14.554 14.945

With DRAKVUF 34.039 33.696 33.415 34.179 32.901

Figure 6.1: Results of calculating of the first million digits of PI using SuperPI
(seconds)

6.2 Full analysis time

Full analysis time refers to the real-world time (“wall time”) taken to fully
analyze a sample, starting from sending the sample to the analysis system and

1As of November 2016, available from http://www.sisoftware.net/
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Measurement DS Integer DS Long WS Float WS Double
Without DRAKVUF 6.42 6.45 10.48 12.55

With DRAKVUF 5.56 5.79 9.80 11.91

Figure 6.2: Results of multi-threaded Dhrystone and Whetstone benchmarks
(109 operations per second)

Measurement 1 2 3 4 5
Without DRAKVUF 13.24

16.10
13.16
12.61

14.00
14.00

14.00
13.67

12.72
14.31

With DRAKVUF 14.57
09.00

10.36
13.00

09.67
14.16

09.77
08.42

09.57
12.88

Figure 6.3: Results of the SiSoft Sandra file system test, single thread (MB
/ s, read / write)

ending in receiving the resulting logs. As DRAKVUF is run for a specified
time instead of using another heuristic, this measurement can be used to
easily identify the time overhead. For the purposes of this measurement,
DRAKVUF was executed for 30 seconds. The time spent was measured
using the standard Unix time command.

As the startup heuristic process, we used Windows Sticky Notes (Stiky-
Not.exe), started automatically via placing a shortcut to it in the Startup
folder of the Start menu. The process polling was set to run every three
seconds with an eight-second grace period before launching the analysis when
the startup heuristic process was detected. The sample and log transfer times
were largely neglibible, estimated to be under three seconds in total.

Measurement 1 2 3 4 5
Time (mm:ss) 02:13.25 02:07.83 02:07.22 02:07.87 02:07.76

Figure 6.4: The time used for a full 30-second analysis of a sample



Chapter 7

Discussion

This chapter discusses the quantitative results presented in the previous sec-
tion, and explores qualitative aspects of the analysis system. The merits of
the system as a whole are weighed and some future work is proposed.

7.1 Working with the system

As implemented, the system is fairly easy to use. There is a single command,
fab run binary <file> that performs the whole analysis process from start
to finish. The results are received as one log file containing all DRAKVUF
output, and a directory containing all files that were detected as being written
by the malware.

DRAKVUF logs all system calls, including how system calls recurse into
internal kernel functions. In addition, memory pool accesses are logged, and
files detected as new are copied out of the virtual machine. The logs can
easily be fed to another system for further analysis, and should be feasible to
be analyzed with techniques ranging from timeline tools to extensive machine
learning.

[SYSCALL] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 ntoskrnl.exe!NtQueryInformationProcess

[SYSCALL] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 ntoskrnl.exe!NtQuerySystemInformation

[SYSCALL] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 ntoskrnl.exe!NtQuerySystemInformation

[SYSCALL] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 ntoskrnl.exe!NtAllocateVirtualMemory

[POOLMON] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 VadS (type: NonPagedPool, size: 64)...

[SYSCALL] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 ntoskrnl.exe!NtFreeVirtualMemory

[SYSCALL] vCPU:0 CR3:0x46a48000,wget64.exe SessionID:1 ntoskrnl.exe!NtAllocateVirtualMemory

Figure 7.1: A small sample of DRAKVUF output for wget, with the fifth line
ellipsized for brevity.
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7.2 Quantitative measurements

The quantitative measurements, presented in the previous chapter, clearly
demonstrate that DRAKVUF has a performance hit, but it is not severe
enough to prevent real-world usage of our analysis system.

It seems that DRAKVUF has a fairly constant CPU performance hit
between 10% – 20%, which is not insurmountable as the single-threaded
performance difference between commodity CPUs of the same generation
can be similar. [32] While the SuperPI benchmarks show a significantly
higher performance hit, this was mostly due to DRAKVUF launching the
file monitoring system when SuperPI was writing results to disk.

The filesystem performance hit seems less consistent. The SiSoft San-
dra filesystem test shows mostly slower disk read and write speeds, but the
results are inconsistent and while write speed seems to suffer more, even
this is not consistent as shown e.g. in measurement 3 where the disk write
speed is faster with DRAKVUF enabled than without. We speculate that
the biggest reason for this inconsistency is the startup time of Volatility,
which DRAKVUF uses for file analysis, and the slight unreliability of the file
monitoring plugin. Another reason could be Windows background services
performing disk operations and thus affecting the benchmark performance.

Perhaps the most interesting thing is the full analysis time, measured from
the sending of the sample to the receiving of the analysis logs: it is extremely
consistent, with measurement 1 being the only outlier that is farther than 0.6
seconds from the median analysis time. While initially surprising, it stands
to reason that the startup of Windows and the launch of the analysis system
should be very consistent when started from the same snapshot.

7.3 Qualitative aspects

As discussed in chapter 4, some aspects of the system are evaluated based
on the criteria by Wieringa et al. [44], originally written for the evaluation
of proposal of solution papers in the field of requirements engineering. They
are fairly universal, though, and can be applied here.

The first aspect is whether or not the described technique is novel. As
the low-level technique used by DRAKVUF is not the focus of this thesis,
it is sufficient to only note that the combination of technologies used by
DRAKVUF in itself is fairly novel. However, while DRAKVUF has official
instructions for installation, the requisite scaffolding around it in order to
implement a full-scale system is not documented in a thorough manner at
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the time of writing of this thesis.
Regarding the scaffolding itself, none of the technologies used is novel –

on the contrary, most of the used technologies are time-tested as a design
choice. While there is no widely-known public solution for our exact use case,
automatically transferring files to a virtual machine inside a trusted system,
is a basic feature likely to be implemented in numerous different systems.

As often with research, no part of the analysis system is completely novel,
but the novelty comes from the sum of the parts. When considered as a whole,
there are no publicly available agentless complete “black box” binary analysis
systems. Thus we can conclude that the usage of existing technologies to
create a relatively user-friendly tool can be considered at least somewhat
novel in our case.

Perhaps more importantly, the second aspect is whether the described
technique is sound – in the context of requirements engineering, this essen-
tially means whether the solution properly solves a given problem. In our
case, soundness can be defined as the system being fit for a real-world pur-
pose. While it could be argued that the analysis system tries to solve the
problem of an agent being detectable in a malware analysis system, it is more
fitting to evaluate the system against its premises, as laid out in chapter 1:
proving that an agentless malware analysis system is feasible and can be
automated to be used, possibly within the context of a larger system.

In our case, our quantitative results reflect that while the system has a
non-trivial time overhead in analysis, it is usable in the real world. Besides
the time overhead, there are few drawbacks: our system logs all system calls
in extensive detail, including function calls done within the Windows kernel
when executing the system calls. Even without any additional work, we also
get at least some modified and new files written to disk by using the filemon
module of DRAKVUF, even if this feature was found not to be completely
reliable.

Considering the more qualitative aspects of the system, there are several
virtues that speak for the applicability of our analysis system to the real
world. Firstly, the system is accurate: as expected, it missed no system calls
in our testing. This means that existing tools for monitoring system calls
inside a virtual machine can be replaced by DRAKVUF with relative ease
and no loss of accuracy.

Secondly, the system is efficient enough: the performance hit of the
DRAKVUF engine, while non-trivial, is not insurmountable. In addition,
a full analysis process starting from submitting the sample and ending in
receiving the analysis results does not have a severe overhead compared to
the sample execution time.

Thirdly, the methods used for automation are, as described above, mostly
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standard and time-tested. This means that they are likely to be future-proof,
as a large part of the tools and technologies used are covered by standards
such as POSIX. In addition, as there is no proprietary or custom interface
to the system, it should be possible to integrate it within a larger system
without great difficulties — all of the automation logic used in the creation
and execution of the system is contained in the Fabfile in appendix B.

Ultimately we can conclude that our analysis system is sound for its
purpose, tracing the execution of malware in a virtual machine without an
installed monitoring agent, and that it also fulfils its secondary purpose of
being feasible to integrate in a larger system.

The last two aspects touch upon this presentation more than the actual
analysis system: is the technique well described, and is there sufficient dis-
cussion of related work. Existing work is covered extensively in chapter 3,
and alternative methods of both designing a similar system and implement-
ing a system with the chosen design principles are covered in chapters 4 and
5 respectively. The actual workings of the analysis system surrounding the
core DRAKVUF analyzer are documented thoroughly in chapter 5. Using
only the automated installation script in appendix B, a technically-minded
reader should be able to build an identical or nearly identical malware anal-
ysis system and verify our results presented in chapter 7.

7.4 Future work

While the analysis system fulfils the goals set in chapter 1, there are several
aspects that could be improved in it. Firstly, as discussed in chapter 5, the
block-level LVM snapshots could be replaced with filesystem-level snapshots
as provided by e.g. ZFS, as there are indications that this could result in
a faster snapshot creation and restore speed. Even if using a filesystem
with file-level snapshots in the guest VM, storing the virtual disks used by
the analysis system as single files on a larger filesystem — whether ZFS
or a more conventional choice such as Ext4 — would allow using standard
filesystem tools for virtual disk manipulation and even archival. A delta-
based filesystem snapshot approach would also allow the storage of an almost
arbitrary number of filesystem states after infection by various samples due
to the small size of such snapshots.

Secondly, including even rudimentary heuristics could improve the qual-
ity of results. As seen in some stealthy strains of existing malware, simply
sleeping for 30 seconds before beginning to perform full infection of the host
avoids our analysis system almost completely. Measuring system calls per-
formed by the process and terminating the analysis when there have been
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none in several seconds could increase the usefulness of the system at the cost
of becoming non-deterministic in runtime. A sensible compromise between
the approaches would be to combine the system call frequency detection with
a hard deadline, after which the analysis is terminated.

Thirdly, our current system performs no filesystem analysis after sample
execution. It would be a simple addition to compare files changed between
the clean state and the sample execution, and using other analysis engines
such as traditional anti-malware solutions or file reputation services to iden-
tify whether the analyzed sample might be e.g. a dropper that infects the
system with a known strain of malware, but might not be identified in it-
self. Even if the sample is more complex than a dropper and is previously
unknown, identifying which files have changed and how allows detecting in-
dicators of compromise faster and helps in analyzing the malware manually
by reverse engineering.

A deceivingly simple-seeming approach for reducing the time overhead of
the analysis system would be to freeze the state of the guest virtual machine
instead of starting it up and shutting it down each time. However, when
creating the analysis system it was discovered that Windows as an operating
system is not really equipped to cope with a filesystem changing suddenly –
from the standpoint of the virtual machine – and we could not find a reliable
way to open a file dropped directly into the filesystem when the virtual
machine was suspended. This could be circumvented by e.g. attaching a
virtual USB device to the virtual machine after resuming it, or sharing the
binary via Samba to the virtual machine over a local network.

For DRAKVUF, logging the CPU register states and process memory for
each system call would give us extensive detail about the internal workings of
a sample, but might come with a severe performance penalty. However, this
should be investigated and implemented with e.g. a filter for logging only the
system calls done by a single process.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we presented a brief background of virtualization and malware
analysis, starting from mid-20th century virtualization solutions. We also
described the process of reverse engineering executable binaries or reverse
code engineering. The security benefits of virtualization both in general and
in the context of malware analysis were described. We elaborated on vir-
tualization from a modern standpoint, presenting several practical current
alternatives for running virtual machines, focusing on the open-source Xen
framework.

A major part of the thesis consisted of presenting the concept of virtual
machine introspection, or accessing information in a virtual machine from or
via the hypervisor, and describing existing tools and frameworks related to it.
Five different tools or techniques were introduced: VMwatcher, Ether, Nitro,
ShadowContext and DRAKVUF. Each was presented both academically and
from a technical standpoint, with diagrams elaborating on their architectural
differences and similarities and describing the introspection process for each
tool if applicable.

We described a high-level design for an automated malware analysis en-
vironment, and elaborated on practical design choices for each part of the
environment. Topics covered in the design included operating systems, vir-
tualization solutions, storage snapshotting and faking network communica-
tions. In addition, the technologies used later on in the thesis were chosen
on a high level to be Linux as the operating system, Xen as the virtualiza-
tion framework, DRAKVUF as the introspection tool and LVM for handling
storage.

The main topic of the thesis was a real-world implementation of an en-
vironment following the described design. We presented exact technological
choices and the rationale for choosing them, and elaborated on their instal-
lation and deployment processes. Automating the installation using Fabric,
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a Python library for system automation, and subsequently using the system
for actual malware analysis was described. The “Fabfile” for installing and
using the system is released publicly using the MIT license1 and is attached
as Appendix A of this thesis.

Finally, the automated analysis system was benchmarked using both syn-
thetic tests for CPU and I/O workloads and real-world binary analysis test-
ing. These results were evaluated and the more qualitative aspects of the
system elaborated upon, and sample output of the analysis system was in-
troduced and explained. The system was found suitable for real-world use,
despite several shortcomings. Future work was proposed to the implemented
system, including better heuristics for terminating the analysis, implementing
a fake network to simulate a real execution environment better, and imple-
menting the calculation and logging of filesystem differences after running
the sample as proposed in the system design.

1https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
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Appendix A

Fabfile

1 #!/usr/bin/env python

2 #

3 # A Fabfile for installing and using a DRAKVUF -based malware analysis environment on a Debian

installation.

4 #

5 # This Fabfile presumes that:

6 # * Sudo access is available for the standard user

7 # * /tmp is sufficiently large

8 #

9 # Copyright (c) 2016 Anssi Matti Helin

10 #

11 # Permission is hereby granted , free of charge , to any person obtaining a copy of this software and

associated

12 # documentation files (the "Software "), to deal in the Software without restriction , including

without limitation

13 # the rights to use , copy , modify , merge , publish , distribute , sublicense , and/or sell copies of the

Software , and

14 # to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so , subject to the following conditions:

15 #

16 # The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of

17 # the Software.

18 #

19 # THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND , EXPRESS OR IMPLIED , INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO

20 # THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY , FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE

21 # AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM , DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY , WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT ,

22 # TORT OR OTHERWISE , ARISING FROM , OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE

23 # SOFTWARE.

24
25 import re

26 import string

27 import sys

28 import time

29 from collections import defaultdict

30 from os.path import basename , exists , join

31
32 from fabric.api import cd, get , put , run , sudo , task

33 from fabric.context_managers import shell_env , quiet

34 from fabric.exceptions import CommandTimeout

35
36 # Configuration

37 USERNAME = ’user’

38 ISO_NAME = ’windows7.iso’

39 ISO_LOCAL_PATH = ’.’

40 LVM_PHYSICAL_VOLUME = ’/dev/sda4’

41 VM_NAME = ’windows7 -sp1’

42 BINARY_PATH = ’/root/binaries ’

43 LOG_PATH = ’/root/logs’

44 FLAG_NAME = ’StikyNot.exe’

45 INJECT_HOST = ’explorer.exe’

46 PARTITION = ’/dev/mapper/vg -windows7 --sp1p2’

47 MOUNT_POINT = ’/mnt/analysis ’

48

59
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49 MAX_FAILS = 50

50 FAIL_WAIT = 3

51 GRACE_PERIOD = 8

52
53 ANALYSIS_PATH = ’Users/User/Desktop ’

54 ANALYSIS_VM_PATH = r’C:\Users\User\Desktop ’

55 ANALYSIS_TIME = 30

56
57
58 @task(name=’install_dependencies ’)

59 def install_dependencies ():

60 packages = [

61 "lvm2", "wget", "git", "bcc", "bin86", "gawk", "bridge -utils", "iproute", "libcurl3",

62 "libcurl4 -openssl -dev", "bzip2", "module -init -tools", "pciutils -dev", "build -essential", "

make", "gcc",

63 "clang", "libc6 -dev", "libc6 -dev -i386", "linux -libc -dev", "zlib1g -dev", "python", "python -dev

",

64 "python -pip", "python -twisted", "python -gevent", "python -setuptools", "libncurses5 -dev", "

patch",

65 "libvncserver -dev", "libssl -dev", "libsdl -dev", "iasl", "libbz2 -dev", "e2fslibs -dev", "git -

core",

66 "libpixman -1-dev", "libaio -dev", "libfdt -dev", "cabextract", "libglib2.0-dev", "autoconf", "

automake",

67 "uuid -dev", "ocaml", "libx11 -dev", "bison", "flex", "ocaml -findlib", "xz-utils", "gettext", "

libyajl -dev",

68 "libtool", "check", "libjson -c-dev", "libfuse -dev", "libsystemd -daemon -dev", "checkpolicy", "

ntfs -3g"

69 ]

70 sudo("apt -get -y install " + " ".join(packages))

71
72 @task(name=’make_xen ’)

73 def make_xen ():

74 with cd("/home /{}/ drakvuf/xen".format(USERNAME)):

75 run("./ configure --enable -githttp")

76 run("make -j4 dist -xen")

77 run("make -j4 dist -tools")

78
79 @task(name=’install_xen ’)

80 def install_xen ():

81 with cd("/home /{}/ drakvuf/xen".format(USERNAME)):

82 sudo("make -j4 install -xen")

83 sudo("make -j4 install -tools")

84
85 @task(name=’configure_dom0 ’)

86 def configure_dom0 ():

87 if run(’grep GRUB_CMDLINE_XEN_DEFAULT /etc/default/grub’, warn_only=True).failed:

88 sudo(’echo "GRUB_CMDLINE_XEN_DEFAULT =\\\" dom0_mem =1024M,max :1024M dom0_max_vcpus =4

dom0_vcpus_pin=true hap_1gb=false hap_2mb=false altp2m =1\\\"" >> /etc/default/grub’)

89 sudo(’echo "/usr/local/lib" > /etc/ld.so.conf.d/xen.conf’)

90 sudo(’ldconfig ’)

91 # Add the Xen policy module to GRUB

92 if not run(’test -e /etc/grub.d/20 _linux_xen ’, warn_only=True).failed:

93 if run(’grep xenpolicy /etc/grub.d/20 _linux_xen ’, warn_only=True).failed:

94 sudo(’sed -i \’/^\ tmodule .*linux.*$/a \\\\\\ tmodule\t${rel_dirname }/xenpolicy -4.7.0\ ’ /

etc/grub.d/20 _linux_xen ’)

95 sudo(’dpkg -divert --divert /etc/grub.d/08 _linux_xen --rename /etc/grub.d/20 _linux_xen ’) #

Force Xen mode to be first in the boot menu

96 if run(’grep /proc/xen /etc/fstab’, warn_only=True).failed:

97 sudo(’echo "none /proc/xen xenfs defaults ,nofail 0 0" >> /etc/fstab ’)

98 if run(’grep xen -evtchn /etc/modules ’, warn_only=True).failed:

99 sudo(’echo "xen -evtchn" >> /etc/modules ’)

100 if run(’grep xen -privcmd /etc/modules ’, warn_only=True).failed:

101 sudo(’echo "xen -privcmd" >> /etc/modules ’)

102 sudo(’update -rc.d xencommons defaults 19 18’)

103 sudo(’update -rc.d xendomains defaults 21 20’)

104 sudo(’update -rc.d xen -watchdog defaults 22 23’)

105 sudo(’update -grub’)

106 print("Rebooting , please run initial setup step 2")

107 sudo(’reboot ’)

108
109 @task(name=’setup_lvm ’)

110 def setup_lvm ():

111 if run(’pvs {}’.format(LVM_PHYSICAL_VOLUME), warn_only=True).failed:

112 sudo("pvcreate {}".format(LVM_PHYSICAL_VOLUME))

113 if run(’vgs vg’, warn_only=True).failed:

114 sudo("vgcreate vg {}".format(LVM_PHYSICAL_VOLUME))

115 if run(’vgs vg | grep windows7 -sp1’, warn_only=True).failed:

116 sudo("lvcreate -L40000M -n windows7 -sp1 vg")

117
118 @task(name=’setup_network_bridge ’)

119 def setup_network_bridge ():

120 config = [

121 "auto xenbr0",
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122 "auto lo",

123 "iface lo inet loopback",

124 "iface eth0 inet manual",

125 "iface xenbr0 inet dhcp",

126 " bridge_ports eth0"

127 ]

128 sudo(’echo -e "{}" > /etc/network/interfaces ’.format(r’\n’.join(config)))

129 sudo("systemctl restart networking")

130
131 @task(name=’transfer_image ’)

132 def transfer_image ():

133 if run("test -e windows7.iso", warn_only=True).failed:

134 put("windows7.iso", remote_path="/tmp/windows7.iso")

135 sudo("mv /tmp/windows7.iso /root/windows7.iso")

136
137 @task(name=’setup_template ’)

138 def setup_template ():

139 template = [

140 r’arch = "x86_64"’,

141 r’name = "{}"’.format(VM_NAME),

142 r’seclabel =" normal:vm_r:drakvuf_domU_t"’,

143 r’maxmem = 3000’,

144 r’memory = 3000’,

145 r’vcpus = 2’,

146 r’maxcpus = 2’,

147 r’builder = "hvm"’,

148 r’boot = "cd"’,

149 r’hap = 1’,

150 r’acpi = 1’,

151 r’on_poweroff = "destroy"’,

152 r’on_reboot = "restart"’,

153 r’on_crash = "destroy"’,

154 r’vnc=1’,

155 r’vnclisten ="0.0.0.0" ’,

156 r’usb = 1’,

157 r’usbdevice = "tablet"’,

158 r’altp2mhvm = 1’,

159 r’shadow_memory = 16’,

160 r’vif = ["type=ioemu ,model=e1000 ,bridge=xenbr0 ,mac =00:06:5B:BA:7C:01"]’,

161 r’disk = [’,

162 r’ "phy:/dev/vg/{},xvda ,w",’.format(VM_NAME),

163 r’ "file:/home/user/windows7.iso ,hdc:cdrom ,r"’,

164 r’]’

165 ]

166 sudo("echo -e ’{}’ > /root /{}. cfg".format(r’\n’.join(template), VM_NAME), shell_escape=True)

167
168 @task(name=’install_libvmi ’)

169 def install_libvmi ():

170 with cd("/home /{}/ drakvuf/libvmi".format(USERNAME)):

171 run("./ autogen.sh")

172 run("./ configure")

173 run("make")

174 sudo("make install")

175 if run(’grep :/usr/local/lib /etc/bash.bashrc ’, warn_only=True).failed:

176 sudo(’echo "export LD_LIBRARY_PATH =\ $LD_LIBRARY_PATH :/usr/local/lib" >> /etc/bash.bashrc ’

)

177
178 with cd("/home /{}/ drakvuf/libvmi/tools/pyvmi".format(USERNAME)):

179 run("python setup.py build")

180 sudo("python setup.py install")

181
182 @task(name=’install_rekall ’)

183 def install_rekall ():

184 with cd("/home /{}/ drakvuf/rekall/rekall -core".format(USERNAME)):

185 run("python setup.py build")

186 sudo("python setup.py install")

187
188 @task(name=’download_volatility ’)

189 def download_volatility ():

190 with cd("/tmp"):

191 run("git clone https :// github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility")

192
193 @task(name=’install_volatility ’)

194 def install_volatility ():

195 with cd("/tmp/volatility"):

196 run("cp /home /{}/ drakvuf/libvmi/tools/pyvmi/pyvmiaddressspace.py volatility/plugins/

addrspaces".format(USERNAME))

197 run("python setup.py build")

198 sudo("python setup.py install")

199
200 @task(name=’generate_rekall_profile ’)

201 def generate_rekall_profile ():

202 with cd("/tmp"), shell_env(LD_LIBRARY_PATH=’$LD_LIBRARY_PATH :/usr/local/lib’):
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203 info = sudo("win -guid name {}".format(VM_NAME))

204 pdb_guid = re.search(r’PDB GUID: (.*)\r’, info).group (1)

205 kernel_fn = re.search(r’Kernel filename: (.*)\.pdb\r’, info).group (1)

206 sudo("rekall fetch_pdb {} {}".format(kernel_fn , pdb_guid))

207 sudo("rekall parse_pdb {} > /root /{}. rekall.json".format(kernel_fn , VM_NAME))

208
209 @task(name=’generate_libvmi_config ’)

210 def generate_libvmi_config ():

211 config = r"""

212 windows7 -sp1 {{

213 ostype = \\\" Windows \\\";

214 rekall_profile = \\\"/ root /{}. rekall.json \\\";

215 }}

216 """.format(VM_NAME)

217 sudo(r’echo \"{}\" > /etc/libvmi.conf’.format(config), shell_escape=False)

218
219 @task(name=’download_drakvuf ’)

220 def download_drakvuf ():

221 if run("test -e drakvuf", warn_only=True).failed:

222 run("git clone https :// github.com/tklengyel/drakvuf")

223 with cd("drakvuf"):

224 run("git submodule init")

225 run("git submodule update")

226
227 @task(name=’install_drakvuf ’)

228 def install_drakvuf ():

229 with cd("/home /{}/ drakvuf".format(USERNAME)), shell_env(LD_LIBRARY_PATH=’$LD_LIBRARY_PATH :/usr/

local/lib’):

230 run("autoreconf -vi")

231 run("./ configure")

232 run("make")

233
234 @task(name=’generate_profile_for_vm ’)

235 def generate_profile_for_vm ():

236 generate_rekall_profile ()

237 generate_libvmi_config ()

238
239 @task(name=’first_time_setup_1 ’)

240 def step_1 ():

241 install_dependencies ()

242 download_drakvuf ()

243 make_xen ()

244 install_xen ()

245 configure_dom0 ()

246
247 @task(name=’first_time_setup_2 ’)

248 def step_2 ():

249 setup_lvm ()

250 setup_network_bridge ()

251 install_libvmi ()

252 upgrade_setuptools ()

253 install_rekall ()

254 download_volatility ()

255 install_volatility ()

256 install_drakvuf ()

257 transfer_image ()

258 setup_template ()

259 runtime.start_vm ()

260 print("Please connect to the virtual machine with VNC , install and fully update the Windows")

261
262 @task(name=’save_snapshot ’)

263 def save_snapshot ():

264 sudo(’lvcreate -L 2000M -s -n {0}-snap /dev/vg/{0}’.format(VM_NAME))

265
266 @task(name=’restore_snapshot ’)

267 def restore_snapshot ():

268 sudo("lvconvert --merge /dev/vg/{}-snap".format(VM_NAME))

269
270 @task(name=’start_vm ’)

271 def start_vm ():

272 sudo("xl create /root /{}. cfg".format(VM_NAME))

273
274 @task(name=’stop_vm ’)

275 def stop_vm(wait=False):

276 sudo("xl shutdown -F {}".format(VM_NAME))

277 with quiet():

278 if wait:

279 retry = True

280 while retry:

281 time.sleep (1)

282 retry = not sudo(’xl list | grep {}’.format(VM_NAME), warn_only=True).failed

283
284 @task(name=’unpause_vm ’)
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285 def unpause_vm ():

286 ok = sudo("xl unpause {}".format(VM_NAME), warn_only=True).failed

287 with quiet():

288 while not ok:

289 time.sleep (2)

290 ok = not sudo("xl unpause {}".format(VM_NAME), warn_only=True).failed

291
292 @task(name=’run_drakvuf ’)

293 def run_drakvuf(path , pid , log_file="out.txt", file_dir="dump", timeout=ANALYSIS_TIME):

294 sudo("/home /{}/ drakvuf/src/drakvuf -r /root /{}. rekall.json -d {} -i {} -e ’{}’ -D ’{}’ -t {} >

’{}’".format(

295 USERNAME , VM_NAME , VM_NAME , pid , path , file_dir , timeout , log_file

296 ), warn_only=True) # DRAKVUF exits with exit code 1 on timeout

297
298 @task(name=’mount_filesystem ’)

299 def mount_filesystem ():

300 if run(’ls {}’.format(PARTITION), warn_only=True).failed:

301 sudo(’kpartx -avs /dev/vg/{}’.format(VM_NAME))

302 sudo(’mount -o rw "{}" "{}"’.format(PARTITION , MOUNT_POINT))

303
304 @task(name=’unmount_filesystem ’)

305 def unmount_filesystem ():

306 sudo(’umount "{}"’.format(PARTITION))

307 sudo(’kpartx -dvs /dev/vg/{}’.format(VM_NAME))

308
309 @task(name=’get_processes ’)

310 def get_processes ():

311 lst = sudo(’process -list {}’.format(VM_NAME), warn_only=True)

312 if not lst.failed:

313 found = defaultdict(list)

314 for line in lst.split("\n"):

315 if not line or "]" not in line:

316 continue

317 pid , rest = line.split("]", 1)

318 pid = int(pid [1:]. strip ())

319 process = rest.split("(", 1)[0]. strip ()

320 found[process ]. append(pid)

321 return dict(found)

322 return {}

323
324 @task(name=’run_binary ’)

325 def run_binary(fn):

326 if not exists(fn):

327 print("The specified file could not be found.")

328 sys.exit (1)

329
330 with quiet():

331 if run(’test -e "{}"’.format(BINARY_PATH), warn_only=True).failed:

332 sudo(’mkdir "{}"’.format(BINARY_PATH))

333 if run(’test -e "{}"’.format(LOG_PATH), warn_only=True).failed:

334 sudo(’mkdir "{}"’.format(LOG_PATH))

335
336 base_fn = basename(fn)

337 safe_base_fn = base_fn.replace(".", "_")

338 run_id = safe_base_fn + "_" + time.strftime("%Y-%m-%d-%H-%M-%S")

339 log_dir = join(LOG_PATH , run_id)

340 file_dir = join(log_dir , ’files ’)

341 sudo(’mkdir "{}"’.format(log_dir))

342 sudo(’mkdir "{}"’.format(file_dir))

343
344 remote_binary = join(BINARY_PATH , base_fn)

345
346 print("Transferring binary for analysis")

347 put(fn , remote_path=remote_binary)

348
349 print("Saving filesystem snapshot")

350 save_snapshot ()

351
352 print("Mounting filesystem and dropping binary")

353 mount_filesystem ()

354 sudo(’cp {} {}’.format(remote_binary , join(MOUNT_POINT , ANALYSIS_PATH), base_fn))

355 unmount_filesystem ()

356
357 print("Starting VM")

358 start_vm ()

359
360 fails = 0

361 found = {}

362 while FLAG_NAME not in found:

363 found = get_processes ()

364 if FLAG_NAME not in found:

365 fails += 1

366 if fails >= MAX_FAILS:
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367 print("Maximum amount of failures hit when listing processes , exiting")

368 sys.exit (1)

369 else:

370 print("VM not fully started up, waiting for {} seconds ...".format(FAIL_WAIT))

371 time.sleep(FAIL_WAIT)

372 continue

373 time.sleep(GRACE_PERIOD)

374 pid = found[INJECT_HOST ][0]

375
376 print("Executing sample")

377 run_drakvuf(ANALYSIS_VM_PATH + "\\" + base_fn , pid ,

378 log_file=join(LOG_PATH , run_id , "drakvuf.log"), file_dir=file_dir)

379
380 # Because DRAKVUF leaves the VM paused and we want to shut it down gracefully , unpause it first

381 print("Shutting VM down")

382 unpause_vm ()

383 stop_vm(wait=True)

384
385 print("Restoring filesystem")

386 restore_snapshot ()

387
388 print("Retrieving logs")

389 get(LOG_PATH)
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